| OPERA RANGE

BANC OPTIMA 2 PLACES
Ref. 10 3020

3 PLACE SEAT
Ref. 10 298400

2 PLACE SEAT
Ref. 10 298402

Colours

CHAIR
Ref. 10 298405

Wood stains

Wood: Natural shade
Legs: Grey sand 900

EXOTIC
WOOD

EXOTIC
WOOD
OR ASH

EXOTIC
WOOD
OR ASH

EXOTIC
WOOD
OR ASH

Colours can be selected from
the RAL shades or other
textured shades from the Akzo
Nobel Futura range.

non stained

with natural
wood stain

with
mahogany
wood stain

with walnut
wood stain

LOW TABLE
Ref. 10 0640

Presentation
The Opera line fits all architectures by its traditional line and its good qualitative look. It can be discreet when the context is
dense or, on the contrary, impose itself if the environment is simple.
With its sober design, the Opera line of street furniture offers 3 and 2 place seats, individual chair and low table.

Description
The seating parts and backs of the seats and the chair are made of 38 x 105 mm wooden slats. The legs are made of cast iron.
They are assembled using concealed screws.
The board of the low table is made of 6 wooden slats, 33 x 105 mm thick. The legs of the low table are made of 4 mm thick
steel corner pieces. The base plate of this leg is 8 mm thick.
The low table is assembled with tamper-proof screws on wooden inserts.
Our woods are exclusively collected in sustainably managed forests. Of high quality, they are PEFC labeled for local sourcing,
FSC® labeled for exotic hardwoods, or comply with the EUTR (EU Wood Regulations).
Stained wood: after the application of a flow coat, the wood is coated with an aqueous, solvent-free wood stain emulsion to
guarantee added protection and durability.
For optimum protection against rust and long-term performance, the steel elements are zinc coated first, and go through
our powder blast process (after having being cleaned and shot-blasted, the parts are coated with a primary layer of epoxy
powder, followed by a second layer of polyester powder).
4 anchoring points.
Delivered assembled.
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3 place seat
Ref. 10 298400 - 71 kg
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2 place seat
Ref. 10 298402 - 59 kg

Low table
Ref. 10 0640 - 25 kg

